
Ouroboros Alchemy - Board Game
 
This is a board game.
 
This game can be played by 2-4 people.
The purpose of the game is to solve an Alchemist riddle first.
Solving this riddle will enable the Ouroboros to complete a cycle of life and start a new one.
Where one of the players will take the Alchemist role.
 
 



The Game Rules
1. The players take turns in the Alchemist Role.

a. The players rolls two normal dice and whoever get the highest two identical 
numbers is the alchemist, if no one get two identical numbers then the highest 
sum of the two dice.

2. The Alchemist will choose a random sequence of eight elements and write them down 
on a secret paper with the drawing of the internal circle.

3. He can use any of the four elements.
4. The Alchemist have playing cards for his use, which state two elements affinity.

a. The cards
i. HOT
ii. DRY
iii. COLD
iv. WET

b. Two special cards
i. Steam
ii. Freeze

5. There should be 32 (8 * 4) stones that represent the elements and they are distinguished 
by color and shape. 8 stones for each element.

6. The elemental stones will be initially places on their right place on the element circles.
7. The players turns runs from left of the alchemist to the right where the players sit in a 

circle.
8. In the first round each player takes one elemental stones and place it randomly on one 

of eight parts of the snake in the center circle to guess the secret sequence of the circle.
a. this action will be repeated until all eight parts of the snake have elemental 

stones on them.
9. Each player roll two dice of 6 on his turn.
10. The player can choose to modify the element stones on the circle as many times as the 

highest number of one of the dices.
11. Then the alchemist will give him hints about the new status of on the inner circle the 

Ouroboros.
12. The alchemist will give from 1 to 3 hints to the player and the number is determined 

according to the second dice with the lower number of the two.
a. 1-2 = 1 hint
b. 3-4 = 2 hints
c. 5-6 = 3 hints

13. if the dice have the same numbers then the alchemist can also use the special cards 
hints.

14. The Hints will be made out of the alchemist Cards.
15. The alchemist will check if there are any good guesses then he will place his cards in the 

internal circle according to the right existing “affinity” between the elements.
16. The player should move the or change the elements on the internal circle according to 

the alchemist hints.



17. If the player put the element stones in the right order then the alchemist will stop the 
game and declare the winner.

18. if the player did not put the element stones in the exact place and order then the game 
continue to the next player. 

 
 
 
 


